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Side A 

Om shanti. Today there is the avyakt vani of 14.01.91; it is the revised course of the one of 18.01.70. 
Page number 40 in register number 10. Why did you call [BapDada] today? What can BapDada see today? In 
which form can he see each star? What specialty can he see in the stars? He can see the closeness of the 
complete stage of each star. The closeness of the complete stage? What does it mean? It means he can see to 
what extent every star in the form of the soul becomes a bead close to the father after achieving in its complete 
stage. Do all of you know yourselves how close to the complete stage you have come? The more manmanabhavi 

you will be, the closer to the complete stage you will come. It was said what manmanabhav meant - a child’s 
thoughts are the same as the Father’s thoughts. If there is opposition is thoughts, the more opposite someone’s 
intellect and thoughts are in comparison with the Father’s thoughts, the farther a bead will fall. So, do all of you 
know yourselves how close to the complete stage you come? What is the indication of coming to the complete 
stage? The indication of the complete stage is that one can recognise all the issues by all the means, in all the 
forms. So, the indication of the complete stage is that one can recognise all the issues by all the means, in all the 
forms.  

What did you remember throughout the day? Did you remember the picture (citr) or did you remember 
the role played / behaviour (caritr)? Did you remember anything else along with the picture? Someone said: We 
remembered the teaching; we remembered the drama. Did you remember the one who is vicitr ii along with the 
picture? Hm? A picture is one thing. Which picture? [Students: Of the corporeal one.] The corporeal part that he 
played. It is because the mother is corporeal and the father is incorporeal. So, did you remember only the 
corporeal picture or along with the corporeal one also the vicitr one – the one who has a special picture? The 
other meaning is “the one who is opposite to any picture” – did you remember him? So, vicitr has two meanings. 
Vi means special and vi means opposite. Who is opposite to any picture? [A student: The incorporeal one.] The 
incorporeal point of light is opposite to the picture. It is necessary to remember him too. And vicitr – who has a 
special picture? Which is the dearest, the most attractive picture in this entire world?  [Students: Brahma Baba.] 
Brahma Baba? If the picture of Brahma Baba was attractive, he would be worshiped in the world, temples would 
be built, many memorials would be built. Which picture is that? The special picture of the one whose statues are 
found in the entire world? In the country, abroad, in all the places where there are excavations. The ancient 
statues of that naked one were found in greatest number. [Students: The Shiva lingam.]  The statue of the lingam 
or the naked statue of Shankar or Thirtankar. It proves that from the ancient times till even today that Adam, Adi 
Dev, who is the corporeal form of the Supreme Soul, has been praised, he has been accepted in the form of a 
special picture. It is because incorporeal Shiva point of light is revealed through that special corporeal picture 
that remains in the incorporeal stage and is the father of the fathers – also of the religious fathers. So, did you 
remember the one who has a special picture along with the picture or did you remembered only the picture? How 
long were you in the remembrance of the picture; how long were you in the remembrance of the one who has a 
special picture? Or was the remembrance of both combined? You will become well-behaved (caritravan) by 
remembering the one who has a special picture along with the picture. What was said? If you remember the 
picture – the corporeal one – along with the one who has a special picture, you yourselves will become well-
behaved. Why? Why was it said so? It is because one is full of love and the other one is lawful*. One is the form 
of the father and the other is the form of the mother. The combination of both the mother and the father becomes 
Vishnu. Vishnu is the complete form. The lawful part itself is not complete and the loving part itself is not 
complete. It is because you are in the pravritti iii . So, you will become well-behaved by remembering the one who 
has a special picture along with the picture. Otherwise? Otherwise what will happen? If one remembered only 
the picture – the corporeal one, if one remembered the form of the mother Brahma or one remembered only the 
form of the incorporeal one – the one who has a special picture - and left the corporeal one, what would be the 
result? He cannot become a well-behaved deity. The one who passes through 84 births is called a deity. So, that 
one will have fewer births. If someone has fewer births, his celestial degrees will be reduced. If the celestial 
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degrees are reduced, the soul power will also be reduced and that soul will become converted to other religions 
from the Copper Age. If you remember only the picture and playing the role / behaviour (caritr), the 
remembrance of playing the role will remain. That is why the picture and playing the role should be remembered 
along with the one who has a special picture.  

Did you do any other special work today? Were you just intoxicated in remembrance or did you do 
something else along with remembrance? This vani is of which date? [Students are saying: 14.01.89.] Which is 
the original vani? [Students: 18.01.70.] The one of 18.01.70. On 14.01.89 the revise course was going on, wasn’t 
it? So, it is the vani of January 18th, isn’t it? Who do the Brahmins, who practice remembrance, remember on 
January 18th? [Students: Brahma Baba.] They remember the corporeal Brahma. For this reason it was said: 
‘Check you chart of the entire year. Did you check result of the subtle teaching, of this subtle love and 
cooperation? What is the after-12 month examination of this subtle love and cooperation? Did you check it? 
Only after checking this, you can pay attention to yourself. So, today you yourselves have to check your 
examination. To what extent did a corporeal feeling/nature (vyakt bhav) change into the subtle one? You have to 
check this. Who will remember those who will be stable in a subtle feeling? [Students are saying: ShivBaba.] 
Will they remember the BapDada remaining in the subtle form (avyakt svarup) or will they only remember the 
corporeal BapDada (vykat)? [Students: The corporeal one.] They will remember the corporeal one. If they 
themselves are stable in the subtle form, the role of the subtle BapDada going on in practice somewhere in this 
world – it is not that it is going on in the subtle world… The children are subtle, so BapDada also is in the subtle 
stage. To what extent did you become advanced in a subtle feeling? You have to check this. If you are advanced 
in the subtle stage, you will remain subtle also in your behaviour. If you remain in the corporeal stage, you will 
not be able to remain stable in the subtle behaviour. How to recognise the subtle stage in practice? Through the 
subtle behaviour. To what extent have you become subtle while remaining in this world? For example you 
remain in this world. Suppose someone remains in this world – some student; he is studying. Despite studying or 
working in any factory, he can make his behaviour subtle. To what extent have you become subtle? You have to 
check it. Which was the first examination this year? How many marks did everyone receive in this examination 
of faith? Do you know yourselves? The examination of faith is over? Which examination of faith took place? 
Which examination of faith… [Students are saying something.] Yes, Brahma left his body. How will this yagya 
go on after Brahma leaving his body? Will it go on or not? The children’s examination of this faith took place. 
Which examination has to take place now? This year is over for the examination of faith. Which examination has 
to take place now? Those, who passed in faith, had confidence that the work of the father will go on. No matter 
that Brahma left his body, the work of Baba cannot be stopped. What will be the next examination? Despite 
knowing the examination, you fail. This is a great examination for some, but for some a big examination is going 
to take place now. For some ‘how will the work go on now’ was a big examination. Those, for whom it was a 
big examination, left the yagya and went away at that time. But for some a big examination has to take place 
now. Those, who passed that previous examination, have to have a big examination. Just like the examination of 
faith took place, which examination has to take place now? Is it there is someone’s intellect what Baba wants to 
ask? [A student: Destruction.] Destruction? There is a support in the corporeal one (vyakt) also now! What was 
said? Which examination? There is a support in the corporeal one (vyakt) also now! Also now means when? 
[Students are saying something.] Now means when? In 70’. In 70’ when one year passed from the time Brahma 
had left his body, it was said: ‘There is a support in the corporeal one (vyakt) also now!’ It is not that a support of 
the corporeal one left. Just like the jungle never remains without a lion, in the same way in the Confluence Aged 
world when one lion goes, the next one comes. In which form do they show these three: Brahma Vishnu Shankar 
on the Ashoka’s pillar, in the picture of the flag, in the notes* or in the official stamps*? [Students: In the form 
of three lions.] In the form of three lions. Who were these three lions? Brahma, Vishnu, Shankar. They think that 
they are animals. It is not a question of animals. These are three lions making a roar of knowledge. It doesn’t 
matter that Brahma left. One old lion left. A hint was given already before: ‘This Brahma is… [A student is 
saying something.] This Brahma is an old shoe.’ It was said in the murli: ‘When a man’s old shoe leaves, they 
take a new shoe.’ This is the way of being in Bharat - when one woman dies, they take another woman. 
Therefore, ShivBaba is giving a hint. Suppose that this old shoe has gone, I will take a new shoe. Don’t worry! 
So, the first examination is over. Which examination has to take place next? [A student: A support in the 
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corporeal one also now…] Now, the next examination is ‘who is that one being a support in the corporeal one 
and where he is’? This is the second examination. A support in the corporeal one… When was the vani narrated? 
18.01.70. So, a support in the corporeal one definitely must have arrived in Madhuban. When? On 18.01.70. [A 
student is saying something.] So, a support of the corporeal one … [A student is saying something.] Not is 
Madhuban, he is in this world. It is not necessary that he would arrive in Madhuban. If he is in the subtle stage, 
there is no need to go there. He can be anywhere. This question that one should be in Madhuban will remain 
valid also now. What is Madhuban? Where is Madhuban? Madhuban is at the place where there is the unlimited 
detachment and the unlimited love. The one playing this role can be anywhere, and it is Madhuban over there; he 
is Madhusudhana. So, there is a support in the corporeal one (vyakt) also now! It is not that the father’s support 
in the corporeal one was finished. You must not conclude that it means that Gulzar became a support in the 
corporeal one. Is she ‘a support in the corporeal one’? Will she be called corporeal (vyakt) or subtle (avyakt)? 

The body of Gulzar Dadi does remain, but does her soul remain in it? [Students: She becomes subtle.] She 
becomes subtle (avyakt), doesn’t she? So, how can she be the corporeal one (vyakt)? It will be said ‘the corporeal 
one’ in the case of the body of Brahma. It is because when Shiva used to enter him, his soul also listened while 
being corporeal (vyakt). So, it was said: ‘There is a support in the corporeal one (vyakt) also now!’ It doesn’t 
matter whether you recognise him or not. This is you second examination. Just like before there was an 
instrumental support of the corporeal body… There was a support before. In the same way now there is a support 
in the corporeal one who has been made instrumental in the drama. He said it so clearly! Just like before there 
was a support of the corporeal body (vyakt tan) – vyakt means corporeal – in the same way also now - in 70’ - 
there is a support. That body has been made instrumental in the drama. An instrument in the drama – is an 
instrument in the corporeal one or in the subtle one? [Students: In the corporeal one.] Definitely, the instrument 
will be in a corporeal form. A support for whom is there? [Students are saying something.] There is the support 
for the children. Whose support? [Students: The father’s.] There is the father’s support. There is the support in 
the corporeal one. There is the support in the body. He used to be an instrument already before. He has been 
made instrumental also now in order to complete the work. This support of the entire family is very elevated. 
Which one? This one.  
What does ‘this one’ mean? The one who was is the past or the one about whom Baba is giving hints in practice 
at that time? [Students are saying: The one about whom Baba is giving hints…] This one. The corporeal support 
of the entire family. It means that the support that was before wasn’t the support of the entire family. In Bharat 
we have the tradition of ‘the world family’ (vasudev kutumbkam) – the entire world is our family. This is the 
slogan of the children who care for the well-being of the world. No one is strange for us. What is special? This is 
the support of the entire family. Which is our family? [Students: The Brahmin family.] The family of the 
Brahmins. So, this corporeal support of the entire family is very elevated. That was also elevated. Which one? [A 
student: Brahma.] The body of Brahma. But the word ‘very’ could not be applied. And what about this one? This 
one is very elevated. Why? Why was ‘very elevated’ applied? Hm? Why was the word ‘very’ applied? [Students 
are saying something.] Yes, because he is the sailor taking the boat across.  

He is certainly together in a corporeal form, and he is together in a subtle form anyway. What was said? 
He is together in the subtle one anyway. How is he together? Why was it said: He is together in the subtle one 
anyway? Why wasn’t it said that he is together in the corporeal anyway? Why didn’t he apply the word of a 
confirmation of thativ? He is together in the subtle one anyway through the body of Gulzar. Everyone see this 
through the eyes. For this reason he is together anyway. You will receive cooperation to the extent you love. You 
children will receive cooperation to the extent you love that corporeal one. If you don’t love him, you cannot 
receive cooperation. Love for whom? [Students: For the father.] For the father? Arey!? [A student: For the 
corporeal one.] For the part in the corporeal one which the father is playing, about who he gave a hint in 70”; for 
that corporeal father, the bodily being in the corporeal form, in whom the Supreme Soul Shiva is performing his 
task at that time – the more you love him, the more rewards you will receive. You cannot receive rewards, if you 
don’t love him. What will be the indication that there is no love? What will be the indication that there is love? 
[Students are saying something.]  If one loves, one is steady whether he is loved or rejected. After all, the father 
never rejects. He only makes examinations. There is no question of rejecting. It is because the numbers must be 
declared. What will be said for those who will reject and leave him? Do they love or not? [Students: They don’t.] 
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In so many murlis he cries again and again: ‘There were children like this and this, there were children like that 
and that, they left and went away.’ Did they reject him or did they go away just like this? [Students: They 
rejected.] They rejected him and went away. They reject when there is not manmanabhav – when it comes to 
clash of thoughts, it comes to clash in the speech, it comes to clash in actions. They cannot endure; so they leave 
and go away. So, because of lack of love, they receive less cooperation. Someone will receive cooperation from 
that corporeal father to the extent he loves him. The love for the corporeal one means the love for the entire 
family. What was said? If someone loves the corporeal, he loves the entire family. The corporeal one is not 
alone. [Students are saying something.] Is the entire world with him? That’s all very fine! The corporeal one is 
not alone! It means that wherever the corporeal one would be playing the role now, he is not alone. There are 
certainly his cooperating souls. [People] show thousand arms of Brahma in the corporeal, but they will not show 
thousand arms of Shankar. And they will even show without arms (bhuja) either. What? In such a way that all 
the arms will be cut like in the case of Kumbhkaran. It is not so either. Some children certainly remain 
cooperative. Shankar will be shown with 2-4 arms and Brahma will be shown with thousand arms. Why? It is 
because his role is that of love. Whose role? The role of Brahma. So everyone clings to him. And that one is not 
only the role of love. What kind of role is that? [Students are saying something.] The role of creating the mala. 

So, there are children who from time to time become helpers through the body, through the mind, through the 
wealth, through the time, and even through their relationships having staked them. They become helpers from 
time to time. Someone may say that someone would remain a helper from the beginning till the end through the 
body, through the mind, through the wealth, through the time, and through relationships. No one can become 
this. He cannot become a helper in the corporeal. For this reason they don’t show Shankar with many, with 
thousand arms. So, the corporeal one is not alone. He is Prajapita Brahma, so the family is with him. What was 
said? Does the corporeal one exist now or not? He certainly does exist; this is why the word Prajapita was added. 
Why? If it was said just Brahma…? Brahma became a resident of the subtle world. Prajapita is never a resident 
of the subtle world. Subjects will not be created in the subtle world. The new world will not be created in the 
subtle world. Paradise will not be established in the subtle world. He is Prajapita Brahma, so the family is with 
him. There are the beads of the mala, aren’t there? Which family is that? [A student: Of the beads of the mala.] 
The family of 108 beads of the mala, and then of 16 108. Those are the first class, these – the second class. The 
gathering of both types of beads is what? The father’s…? [A student: The family.] Don’t think that he is like a 
single corn in a pan. One corn doesn’t make popcornv. The world of sinners is so big! It is not the work of 
someone alone to destroy this big world of sinners, to challenge it. It is said that there is only one father who 
destroys all the religions and there is no other religious father who could destroy all the religions. He himself 
performs this, but it doesn’t mean that he performs alone. The children certainly become helpers.  

The family is held in the mala, in the thread of the remembrance and love of one. What was said? There 
is a thread, when a mala is made. What kind of thread is that? [Students: Of remembrance and love.] One is the 
thread of remembrance. We also called it the thread of love. If there is no love, where will remembrance come 
from? Just like in case of Ravan. Will it be said that he loved? But he did remember. Did he remember or not? 
[A student: He remembered a point.] He remembered a point. Because love will be definitely for the corporeal 
one; it will be for the one in the body (vyakt). How will someone corporeal love a point? The family of all the 
beads is held in the thread of remembrance, in the thread of love. It is as if they have been threaded in the thread 
of love of the mala. Who? The members of the family. The deity clan is in the future. It will be made in the 
future? You may call it the deity clan, you may call it the clan of Vishnu. But which clan is now? Now it is the 
Brahmin clan – the children of Prajapita Brahma. This Brahmin clan has a great significance. Where does this 
Brahmin clan have its significance? When they are bound through the thread of the love for one. If they are not 
bound through the thread of the love for one or if they reject it after being bound, they cannot have significance. 
The more there will be love and feeling of being close with the Brahmin clan, the more closeness will be in the 
deity kingdom. This is why from what did this vani start? What specialty of the stars can he see? He can see the 
closeness of the complete stage of each star, to what extent every star in the form of the soul becomes a bead 
close to the father after achieving in its complete stage. What proof did he see in the corporeal? Whom does 
BapDada place in front? He places the children in front.  
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Side B 
 
The avyakt vani of 18.01.70. Page number 40 in register number 10. The name of the mother and father 

cannot be famous without children. You have to follow those actions that he showed in the corporeal how to 
perform actions. What was said? [Students are saying something.] He didn’t say: Follow the actions that would 
be performed and shown in the subtle. It wasn’t said in any murli that you should follow Shankar. He repeated 
again and again: The role of the karanharvi that was in the corporeal; the one through whom he played the role of 
the karanhar… Through whom did he play it? [Students: Through Brahma.] Through Brahma. You have to 
follow that Brahma in actions. Make it opposite! Start catching the direction of the one whose actions you have 
to follow – Baba used to tell us like this ‘all right children, get married; show how to remain pure’, ‘all right 
children, get a house built, leave one room for the School of the Gita’. The incorporeal father gave completely 
opposite directions in the murli. Children, you must not acquire property; this world is going to be destroyed. 
Building a house is what? It is acquiring property, isn’t it? He gave a direction in the murli: ‘Children, marriage 
is a ruin.’ So, a bodily being can mix* a little Baba’s direction. Brahma’s soul interferes in the murli and speaks, 
but ShivBaba is responsible for this. But the direction which children come to take, apart from the murlis… They 
received that direction in the murlis, but they came later to take the same direction. Why? Why do they need to 
ask twice, if the father said once in the vani? The children ask and Brahma Baba is full of love. He thinks: ‘If I 
refuse, they will not believe.’ For this reason he used to give directions checking the power of a child. But that 
role was the role of love. He was a bit lenient for the children. He used to become loose*. But the role of the 
father coming in the future will not be a loose part at all. Look at the picture of the Trimurti with attention. Who 
is sitting in a loose position? [Students: Brahma Baba.] And who is sitting in a strict* position? [Students: 
Shankar.] Shankar. He will not yield even a slightest bit. Bang your head against a brick wall and die, but the 
principle that was established is established. Where does this belief start? When is its foundation laid? [Students: 
In the Confluence Age.] Through the Father in the Confluence Age; through the children, in the Confluence Age. 
So, you have to follow Brahma in actions. You children have to perform actions like it was shown through 
Brahma – the incorporeal Supreme Soul Shiva showed this. Because you have to become children of Brahma – 
you have to become Brahmins. And what about the directions? [A student: Accept the directions of the father.] 
Accept the directions of the Father. For this reason it was said in the vani, in the murli: ‘You have to accept the 
directions of the Father and follow Brahma.’ If you are the mouth-born progeny of Brahma (Brahma 

mukhvanshavali), you have to accept what Brahma and the Father say through the mouth. It was mentioned here 
Brahma and the Father (Brahma Bap). When it is said Brahma Bap, the father is added. It means that you have 
to follow the direction given through the body in which both the soul of Brahma and the soul of Prajapita, the 
father, sit and give directions. You must not perform the actions like that one performs. Why? He can perform, 
why cannot we? One thing is that Baba gave the direction: ‘You must not follow Shankar.’ The other thing is 
that Baba said: ‘I bring about destruction through the one who is not stained with any sin.’ Has your stage in 
efforts become already like that of Shankar so that you wouldn’t be stained with any sin? The one whose stage 
has already become like this is an exception to the rule. There is a high officer of CID and he gets into a group of 
dacoits* and commits robbery. When dacoits are caught, he will also be caught. Then who will be punished and 
who won’t be? [Students are saying something.] The CID officer cannot be punished, because he studied, passed 
through the training and won trust of the government*. For this reason he cannot be punished. He will become 
more famous: ‘You did a good job!’ And what about the dacoits? They will be punished, poor fellows. So, it is 
the same – ‘I bring about destruction through the one who is not stained with a sin.’  

Here, the examination is announced in advance. What was said? Which examination was mentioned 
first? [Students: Faith.] The examination of faith was mentioned – Brahma left, now we will see if the work will 
go on or not. Those who lost faith left. Those who had faith remained firm. What was the nest examination 
mentioned? Is there the support of the Supreme Soul Shiva in the corporeal one, in the body or not? It was said: 
‘There is.’ So, the examination was announced. What the examination was announced? That right now on the 
world-like scene the father is doing his work in the corporeal one. Now founding him is your children work. So, 
here, the examinations are announced in advance. One examination of faith took place. But now the examination 
of love, cooperation and power of every one has to take place. Who took love from the father and to what extent? 
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Who and to what extent became a ‘shareholder’ in the father’s love, worthy of love. Who became the father’s 
helper and to what extent? A helper in what way? Being surrendered through the body, through the mind, 
through the wealth, through the time, through the contacts and all types of relationships. Now that time is 
coming. Which time? That time is coming close now, when all of your pictures of the previous cycle will be 
revealed. The picture of the previous cycle, which is fixed in scriptures. Someone was shown as 10-head Ravan, 
someone was shown as Hirenyakashyap, someone was show as Duryodhan, someone was shown as Dushasan, 
someone was shown as Yuddhisthir, and someone was shown as Ram and Krishna. Someone was shown as 
Vashishta, someone has a gentle form and someone has a ferocious form. Someone has a devilish form, and 
someone has been shown in a divine form. Now all these faces are going to be revealed. They are going to be 
revealed before the entire world. All these roles are going to be declared. That time is coming close now, when 
all of your pictures of the previous cycle are going to be revealed. In order to transform many types of problems 
you children have to give your fingers now. Do you have to become the form of problem or do you have to 
cooperate in order to solve problems? [Students: Cooperate, cooperate.] A lot of problems appear all the time in 
the yagya. A lot of obstacles arise all the time. What will happen, if we stand as one form of problem? [A student 
is saying something.] You have to get over the Mountain of the Iron Age anyway. Don’t think that if you 
cooperate you will get over the Mountain of the Iron Age, if you don’t cooperate, it will not happen. It is not like 
this. There are many difficult to conquer (durandar) in this world. There is not just one shakti of Shiva. There 
are many shaktis. If one shakti betrays… Not every soul will betray. Every soul is a form of shakti. So, the work 
of the father is already done. The work of the father cannot be stopped. Giving a finger means cooperation. It 
wasn’t said: ‘You have to give your hand.’ The hands are those of the father’s. The father himself will create the 
arms. You cannot surrender your hands. After all you don’t have hands. You can surrender a finger. He gave a 
finger. [Students are saying something.] Yes, what did Krishna do in order to lift the mountain? He applied a 
finger. What do we have in this impure and degraded world? We have nothing but rubbish. Is there anything 
useful that we would surrender? [People] have shown a small finger. It means that if such elevated souls like 
those playing the role of Ram and Krishna can only give a finger, what about the other ordinary souls? What will 
they do? Will Mansuka do more? Will he give a stick? He has a stick, so he will beat with a stick. A club. Some 
have very hot clubs. ‘Arey, there is no stick like ours!’ So, you have to give a finger. You have to get over the 
Mountain of the Iron Age anyway. What? It is not that one will not get over this mountain. But this year you 
have to give a finger of love and cooperation to [solve] the mountain of all the problems - the problems of the 
mind, problems of the body, problems of the environment. Which year was it about? It was about 70’. And 
which time was it about in the revised course*? This was in 91. According to the drama this vani is being printed 
again in 91. One year was left. [BapDada] are giving this special year for the year of the tapasyavii. It is because 
in the tapasya that [the children] have performed until now, they separated actions from yoga; so, that tapasya 

cannot be accomplished. So, another year for the tapasya was given. So, this year the problems of the mind, 
problems of the body, problems of the environment…. Which problems were mentioned? The problems of the 
mind. What are the problems of the mind? Storms arise in the mind. Arising thoughts are opposite to what the 
father wants, to the thoughts which the father has. Who makes them arise? Maya and Ravan. When Maya and 
Ravan interfere? Hm? [Students are saying something.] When they see: All right, he went away from the father a 
little. Then they attack. If they are close to the father, Maya and Ravan don’t muster courage that they could 
attack the children. First they separate them, then an evil soul has a ride. So, there are the problems of the mind. 
The problems of the body. What are the problems of the body? Diseases and so on. The accounts of the body. 
Whatever has to be taken and given by whoever through this body, those relationships will get together and  will 
certainly take its account, no matter it is the soul of Prajapita or any other soul. The one, who will have to take its 
account, will certainly take it. It is not that those accounts will not be settled. So, the problems of the body arise. 
The problems of the body. The problems of the environment. How will the environment become a problem? 
[Students are saying something.] The environment is spoilt. The vibrations are spoilt. What will be the state of 
the ones who make spiritual efforts in a spoilt environment? Their stage will get spoilt too. So, you have to give 
a finger of love and cooperation to [solve] these problems, the mountain of all the problems. To whom do you 
have to give a finger? To whom do you have to give a finger of cooperation? You have to give a finger of 
cooperation to the father. Of love and cooperation. The problems of the body have to come as well. You passed 
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in the relationships the world, but in case of the subtle relationships, smaller and bigger problems will certainly 
arise through them. The problems of the golden chains. What was said? Are there golden chains? One thing is 
the iron chains, the relationships of that are created the world and the problems arising through them. The other 
thing is the subtle chains, the golden chains. Which are golden chains? [The children] become attached to the 
teachers who teach and the attachment to the father breaks. That’s it. They became devoted [to them]. These are 
the golden chains. It means that attachment in the Brahmin family become what? [Students: The golden chains.] 
The golden chains. Smaller and bigger problems will certainly come. Consider all these problems as 
examinations. Don’t consider them to be real*. Consider them to be side scenes*. Don’t attach to much 
significance to them. Don’t consider them to be something real. The father understands this issue. What? This is 
their examination. And what do the children understand? The father is really* rejecting us. So, consider them to 
be examinations. If you pass through them considering them to be examinations, you will pass. If you consider 
them to be real* and want to pass them, what will happen? [Students are saying something.] You will fail. Now 
you have to check how many pass, despite an examination being announced? Everyone’s face will be clear. All 
the examinations will be announced. All the results will be declared – who becomes what, who has what kind of 
face that have been shown in the pictures of the path of the religious devotion till today. So, how many pass, 
despite an examination being announced? You have to check this. Later you will announce the results of this 
examination. What? Now, you only have to check. What will you do in the future? You will announce the 
results. At this time you have to assimilate will power* in yourself. Now will power hasn’t arisen. Will power is 
suitable to one’s capacity. How can the will power arise? What is the means to bring the will power? Why are 
you missing the will power? Do you know its reason? Why are you missing remembrance either? Some said: We 
are missing remembrance, for this reason we are missing the will power. Why are you missing remembrance 
either? The father has shown in the corporeal one how to perform actions.  

Which father? [Students: The father Brahma.] The father Brahma? Oh dear! Was Brahma Baba a 
father? [Students: No. Prajapita.] The Supreme Soul point of light played the role of the mother. Through whom? 
[Students: Through Brahma.] Through Brahma. The father has shown in the corporeal one how to perform 
actions. Had Brahma performed actions, he would have shown ho to perform actions in the previous 63 births. 
Then why did he keep going to the low stage*? He fell down, didn’t he? The father showed in the corporeal one 
how to perform actions. How did the will power arise? He showed it, didn’t he? Which step did he take first that 
the will power arose? [A student: Surrender.] Yes, the complete surrender; the complete sacrifice; immediate 
self-sacrifice (jathku). It is not that the father will do everything. The father is ready to do, but who mustered 
courage? [Students: Brahma.] Brahma showed courage as an example. He sacrificed his will completely, he 
surrendered everything. So, how does the will power come? [Students; Through remembrance.] Not through 
remembrance. He sacrificed his will, he surrendered, he wrote a testament. Take it, [xxx a sentence in Kampil 
language] To sacrifice the will means to surrender. It doesn’t take him long to sacrifice the will, does it? What? 
Who? Brahma. Whatever bad is there inside and outside, until someone has completely sacrificed his will, the 
will power cannot arise. Did he think anything in the corporeal? Who? Brahma. Did he think anything, when he 
sacrificed the will? He didn’t think, didn’t he, how it will be, it will be or not, what if some obstacle arise, no one 
knows what will happen, what will happen? Did he ever think like this? He didn’t think, didn’t he? If someone 
sacrifices his will after thinking, it cannot bring as good fruit as what? As the one who becomes an immediate 
self-sacrifice. There is a difference between an immediate self-sacrifice and a non-immediate self-sacrifice. The 
example of moth was mentioned. What example was mentioned? There are three types of moths. Those of the 
first type come and they sacrifice themselves immediately. They don’t care that their legs will burn, their eyes 
will burn and what will happen. The second type? Those of the second type come; they felt heat in the legs, in 
the eyes a little, so they run away. Later they come again. They belong to the second type. The others come; they 
felt heat a little… Eh you…! They run away for good and they didn’t come. So, the first are those who become 
an immediate self-sacrifice, the second - those who fly around, because they got the sanskars of flying around. 
There are some who only keep flying around. They went once, they went twice, they went ten times, they went 
twenty times, they went 50 times – they keep coming and going. They don’t have courage to become an 
immediate self-sacrifice. So, there is a difference between an immediate self-sacrifice and a non-immediate self-
sacrifice. Who are accepted first? The ones who are accepted first, receive power number one. What? They don’t 
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receive power number two. One thing is good number one. And the other is good number two. Just like cassettes 
appearing now. Which type of goods do you have to take? [Students: Number one.] You have to take good 
number one. All right! Just like there is a difference between an immediate self-sacrifice and a non-immediate 
self-sacrifice. An immediate self-sacrifice is accepted first. The one who is accepted first, receive power number 
one. What? Power number one is for the one who is an immediate self-sacrifice. Who is accepted first? The one 
who is accepted first, receive power number one. Those, who are not accepted first, don’t receive so much 
power. You must think about this. Do you have sanskars of thinking? What? Thinking. BapDada know the future 
along with the present. What? You don’t know what will have to happen in the future. But what about BapDada. 
They know the future and they know the present what has to happen. You will speculate - if it is like this, it will 
be like this; if it is like that, it will be like that; who know how will it be? So, seeing the future threads of 
bondage of action, they don’t make you run at such fast speed. What was said? The father knows more. Seeing 
the future threads of bondage of action, he doesn’t make you run at such fast speed. How fast speed? As fast as 
he should make you run. Make someone run very fast when he doesn’t have power, what will happen? He will 
fall down. They don’t make you run at too fast speed. If BapDada want he can push you, he can catch your hand 
and pull you. For example there is a child, he goes to a fair, what do [the parents] do when it got late? They catch 
his hand and go quickly dragging him. So, BapDada don’t make you run at such fast speed. It is your own duty 
to cut the threads of bondage of action. It is not the duty of BapDada. You yourselves cut your own bondage of 
action, the bondage of the body. BapDada will not cut. If some thread hasn’t been torn, the mind will be pulled 
all the time. For this reason they are waiting to get you cut the threads. Why are BapDada waiting? They are 
waiting to have you cut the thread of bondage of action. Can anyone be stopped, if the threads have been torn? 
What will happen, if all the threads of bondage have been torn? [A student: One will run.] One will run. Why are 
they waiting? [Students are saying something.] BapDada are waiting, but why have the children been stopped 
from running? It is because there are threads of bondage of actions. What hint did he give? He gave a hint here - 
it is like in the saying: ‘Someone caught a tree and says “the tree doesn’t leave me, arey, this tree doesn’t leave 
me, arey, let somebody release me!” ’ But he himself caught it. Leave it and you will be released. How will it 
leave on its own? You want to put into bondage even those who are free from bondage. So, it won’t leave. What 
should you do first? Set a rule: ‘Our bondage we will cut with our force.’ What will we do with those who are 
free from bondage? We will let them free. We must not try to put them into bondage. If any thread hasn’t been 
torn, definitely there is pulling in the mind. The mind certainly pulls to a certain extent. For this reason BapDada 
is waiting to get you cut the threads. What? If threads have been torn, one cannot be stopped. What will he do? 
[A student: He will run.] He will run. Arey, he will not run; he will fly. The one who is liberated can never be 
stopped in any bondage.  

What? So, what do you have to do today? Hm? [Students are saying something.] Arey! Threads have 
not been torn. You have to sacrifice the will. You have to become an immediate self-sacrifice. The will power to 
face problems will come naturally, to those who sacrificed the will. If they don’t sacrifice the will, the will 
power cannot come. And what preparations do you have to make for the next year? All right, this was about this 
year. What preparations do you have to do for the next year? All of you have to remember it. If one makes the 
incorporeal one (videhi) a spouse, he will receive cooperation in becoming incorporeal. [xxx a sentence in 
Kampil language]. If one makes the incorporeal one (videhi) a spouse, he will receive cooperation of the father 
in becoming incorporeal. What will happen, if you make your spouse your spouse, if you put him asleep by you? 
Hm? What will happen? You cannot receive cooperation of the father. You will receive cooperation of the 
spouse. What should you understand, if you receive less cooperation in becoming incorporeal, if success is less 
visible? You didn’t make the incorporeal one your spouse. What makes something difficult easy is called a 
wonder. And nothing here is difficult. What is our yoga like? The easy raja yoga. Why should it be difficult? 
When is it difficult? What is the reason of being difficult? [Students are saying something.] Yes, there is body 
consciousness; because of body consciousness they become stubborn. Because they become stubborn, it 
becomes difficult. What makes something difficult easy is called a wonder. Passing through easy things is not a 
wonder at all. But passing easily through difficulties is a wonder. Passing through difficulties is a wonder. Not 
considering difficulties to be difficulties is a wonder. If one wilts even a little in difficulties, what will happen? 
Hm? [Students are saying something.] If someone wilts a little, think whether the ones who make business in a 
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second don’t become entangled somewhere? The one who has a habit of making business in one second: ‘If you 
have to take it, take it; otherwise don’t take it.’ The one who passes will not stop anywhere, he will not become 
entangled. The one, who gets entangled, will not be able to go fast. 
                                                   
i Manmanabhav – Merge your mind in me. 
ii Vicitr – this word has two meanings: the one who doesn’t have his picture; the one who has a special picture.  
iii  Pravritti - the inclination toward each other of two parts having opposing or different natures; like the soul and the body, the man and the 
woman. One part without the other is useless, therefore they have to join and then they can perform actions. Therefore this is the path of 
pravritti (pravritti marg) – the path of inclination, the path of being engaged; often translated as the path of the household.  
iv The hi particle, which not always can be translated into English.  
v Akela cana barh nehi por sakta. 
vi Karanhar – the one who performs himself. 
vii Tapasya – the ardent and intensive yogic practice; the constant consciousness of “I am a soul”. 
------------------------- 
 
* words which Baba uses in English 
[xxx] words that are added in the translation for the better understanding of the English sentences.  
(xxxx) – terms in Hindi 
This text is a draft of translation prepared for ShivBaba’s final approval.  


